Guidelines for Illustrators of Stories for the
Power of Goodness Story Collections

Content:
1. Visit the Power of Goodness page at fpt-awp.org to see the quality of work.
2. Group discussions about the story are encouraged.
3. Represent a part of or event in the story that the young artist(s) especially relate(s) to.
4. Represent several aspects of the story if submitting multiple works.
5. Group artwork or a montage of an entire story is welcome (example: “Seeds of Hope”).
6. Illustrations of nonviolence and reconciliation will be more frequently used than violence, however both are represented.

Art Medium:
7. Both black-and-white or color illustrations are welcome.
8. Any medium is fine, however mediums that smear are discouraged.
9. Strong colors reproduce better than pastel colors, but pastel sometimes accepted.
10. Any paper type is acceptable, average-sized paper is preferred (letter or A5).
11. Very large paper is difficult to scan, but is considered if compelling.

Artist Information:
12. The name(s), age(s), and country of the young artist(s) should be lightly written on the back of their art work.
13. Make sure this background information doesn’t bleed through to the illustration side.

Qualifications:
14. Young people ages 10-19 are given preference.
15. Three to six illustrations are published with each story online and in print.
16. Original artwork is collected for a traveling exhibition to raise awareness of the published collections.
17. Scan illustrations at highest quality settings (300 - 600 dpi or ppi), not less than 300.

Submit all illustrations or artwork for Power of Goodness to PowerOfGoodness@FriendsPeaceTeams.org with “Power of Goodness Submission” in the subject line. Use WeTransfer.com to send larger files, and arrange shipment method for original artwork. (See fpt-awp.org for samples.)